


Fairy Lantern Instructions


1. Deconstruct the cardboard box: find the seams where the box is stuck together and 
carefully prise apart without tearing the card. 

2. Cover the box: paint, colour in or stick card to one side of the box to make it completely 
black - or the closest colour to night sky that you have at home. If you’re sticking card to the 
box you might need to cut around the edges following the shape of the box to remove any 
excess card. If you’re painting the box wait until it is dry before moving onto the next stage.


3. The moon: find a bowl that is smaller than the front of your box.  Place it upside-down in the 
middle of the front section of your box.  Draw around it.  Carefully cut the circle out.  If you cut 
a cross into the middle of the circle it’s gives you more space to move your scissors.


4. A silhouette: you can print out one of the silhouettes in this pack, or draw your own.  You 
want to create a black image on a piece of normal A4 printer paper.  This will become a 
silhouette when light shines behind the paper later on, making it look like a moon.  Once 
you’ve drawn your image, stick the paper to the inside of your box (the side you haven’t made 
black) so that the image is framed by the circle you cut out earlier.  You may need to cut the 
paper down a bit so it fits.  Now you have a silhouette and a moon.  




5. A little tin foil: cut a piece of tin foil to fit on the side opposite to your drawing.  This will act 
like a mirror to reflect the light onto the drawing, making the moon glow more.


6. A starry sky: put something soft under your box, black side up so you can see the silhouette.  
This can be an oven glove, a fluffy tea towel or blu tack.  It is likely to get marked so choose 
something not too precious.  Find something pokey like a biro, compass or screwdriver, but 
check with your parents that they are happy with your pokey item! Poke holes through the 
card all around your moon.  These holes become stars.


7. A light source: next you need to cut a hole in the back to allow a mobile to slip in.  The hole 
only needs to be small and at the bottom of the box.  Hold the mobile on the back edge of 
your box.  Make sure your mobile is not on the flap that forms the base of the box, but higher 
up on the back section of the box.  Draw around the outside.  Cut this out and check the 
mobile slips in and out easily.  Try not to make the hole too big or when the mobile torch is on, 
light will spill out of the back of the box. 




8. Reassemble the box: time to stick the box back together.  If you’ve covered your box in card 
you may need to refold all the creases in the box Sellotape all the digest back together.


9. Fairy magic: ideally be in a dark room for the best effect. Turn your phone torch on and slip it, 
face up, in the back through the hole. Ta da! You have yourself a fairy lantern! 












